synaptopathy, but CCol response gain rebounded above baseline levels by the following day 48 and remained elevated for 2 weeks despite a persistent reduction in auditory nerve input. The auditory system employs a variety of gain control mechanisms to encode 54 fluctuations in acoustic signal energies that can vary by over a million-million fold (120 dB). 55 Auditory gain control places a premium on speed, often activating within tens or hundreds of 56 milliseconds following sudden changes in sound level to protect the ear from over-exposure 57 and adjust the dynamic range of neural coding 1, 2 . In addition to these "fast acting" gain control 58 systems, central auditory neurons also exhibit slower gain control systems over time scales 
72
Corticofugal neurons themselves are not a singular cell type, but rather comprise a 73 diverse set of projection neurons with distinct local inputs, subcortical targets, intrinsic 74 properties and synaptic properties [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . growth on any given imaging session with respect to the baseline period (Fig. 2D, bottom row) .
159
In the absence of any explicit perturbation, we observed that CCol gain changes over a 7-day CCol axons following cochlear synaptopathy (Fig. 4A) Fig. 5D ). CCol response gain was significantly 240 elevated above control levels at D2-4, D7-9 and D12-14 time points (78.2%, 38.8% and 60.5%, 241 respectively, p < 0.05 for each pairwise comparison after correcting for multiple comparisons). 242 We found that the CCol gain elevation remained stable over time, as no significant differences 243 were noted in D2-4 to D12-14 or D7-9 to D12-14 contrasts (-9.9% and +15.6%, respectively, 244 pairwise comparisons, p > 0.39 for each after correcting for multiple comparisons). hardware-triggered at 10 frames/s using a TTL pulse train synched to stimulus generation. 
